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Christian Peacemaker Teams Palestine is a faith-based organization that supports Palestinian-led,
non-violent, grassroots resistance
to the Israeli occupation and the
unjust structures that uphold it. By
working with local Palestinian and
Israeli peacemakers and educating
people in our home communities
we strive to help create a space for
justice and peace.

Christian Peacemaker Teams Palestine is a faith-based organization that sup-

ports Palestinian-led, non-violent, grassroots resistance to the Israeli occupation and
the unjust structures that uphold it. By working with local Palestinian and Israeli
peacemakers and educating people in our home communities we strive to help create a space for justice and peace.
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School Semester Report
February 2015- May 2015
School

Semester Report Feb
ruary 2015- May 2015 Christian Peacemak Teams (CPT)
provides an ongoing protective
presence near the 209/Qitoun/
Pharmacy Checkpoint (CP), 29/
Diwan Al Ja’abri / 160/ Salaymeh (CP), and the Bench #1, #2
(CP) in the Old City of Hebron.

This report covers the period
from January 24th, 2015 to May
28th, 2015 in the above mentioned
areas.These are considered some
of the most vulnerable locations,
as was noted in the UN document:
Protection concerns and humanitarian Impacts of Settlement
Activity in Hebron City (H2):
“The establishment and maintenance of Israeli settlements in Hebron City has resulted in the impositions on Palestinians’ access
and movement, including access,
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education, emergency health services and water supply; harassment and violence by settlers; and
the closure of businesses. These
access restrictions affect an estimated 6,000 Palestinians living in
the vicinity of settlements in H2”.
During the previous reporting
period of September 2014 to January 2015, CPT had raised a concern regarding Israeli forces violating children and students’ rights
daily during their walk to school.
These concerns INCLUDED: use
of force, schools raids, injuries
caused by excessive inhalation
of tear gas and school closures.
The data in this report demonstrates the systematic oppression that teachers and
children face daily on their
way to school - a clear violation of one of the basic rights-

under Article 5 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights: No
one shall be subjected to torture
or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
Currently there are eight schools,
two kindergartens, and a health
center located between the
above mentioned checkpoints#1.
CPT has a presence in both locations during the school year
and responds to emergencies and
incidents occurring at the checkpoints.
This report includes three
main locations:
1- The Pharmacy/ Qitoun
/209 CP.
2- Diwan Al Jaabri/ 160 /
Salaymeh/ 29 CP.
3-The Bench 1 CP.
4- The Bench 2 CP.
Bench 1 and 2 are near
Saraya Kindergarten.

ThePharmacy/Qitoun/209 CP
christian peacemaker teams

This is one of the permanently-

CPT records human rights
violations in the following
categories:

CPT- staffed checkpoints in H2. It
is south of the Ibrahimi mosque,
near the Ibrahimi and Al Fayhaa
schools. This checkpoint is only
open to walking pedestrians and
has a turn-style set-up.

Boys from Ibrahimi School passing the
gate of Qituon/209 CP
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1- Bag Search (Students).
2- Bag Search (Adult Teachers).
3- Body Search (Students).
4- Body Search (Adult Teachers).
5- ID Check (Adult Teachers).
6- Child and Adult Detention
7- School Closures.
8- School Raids (attempts to
raid.)
9- Use of Military Force
Christian Peacemaker Teams
provide a daily presence at the
checkpoint: monitoring, documenting human rights violations
and intervening when possible.
During this time at the checpoint,
CPT records the number of Palestinian civilian that pass through
the checkpoint each day by the
following categories:
1-School students (Boys, Girls).
2-Teachers (Female, Male).
3-Others(Female,Male).

Israeli Border Police shooting teargas
towards schools.

POPULATION
Table Number (1): Number of Palestinians passing CP.

Below is a graph presenting the demographic division of people
passing through the CP daily:
Graph (1) Division of people passing the CP#2.

STUDENTS AND
SCHOOL STAFF
CHECKING

The data shows that regardless
of age, boys and men are targted for all types of checking or
stopping. School children (both
boys and girls) are being stopped
for several reasons, such as:
1- Alleged stone-throwing and
confrontations.
2- New border police serving.
3- Random bag-searching and
arbitary checking.

Israeli Border Police checking students
bags at Qitoun/209 CP

From the numbers presented, the
highest of these categories was
clearly boys being stopped and
having their bags checked. In a
According to the Office of the H2 face daily violations and restric- period of four months, 40 boys
Special Representative of the tions of their access to education. were stopped, the highest numSecretary General for Children
ber of boys stopped in a single day
and Armed conflict about Grave Below is a graph showing the per- being ten boys on April 2nd, 2015.
Violations , schools and hos- centage of students and teachers
pitals must be zones of peace. who were stopped while passing
through the checkpoint, divided
Desite this, schools and students in by gender and age:
Graph (2): Students and teachers checked.
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Bag Checking at Qitoun/209 CP

When checking bags, the Israe-

li Border Police will usually ask
students to come closer to the
Checkpoint block and then give
the student (child) the command
to open his/her bag, after which
the Israeli Border Police will then
either look at it or ask the student
to remove all the books from the
bag to check it. When CPT asked
the Israeli Border Police why they
were looking inside the childrens’
bags, they would normally answer
that they were searching for either sharp objects or stones,
or simply for the reason of security and that they are the law.
In the reported four-month
period, 30 bags for Ibrahim
school students were searched.
The peak date for searches was on March 13th, 2015.
One of the boys who passes the checkpoint daily and
was checked several times
said, “Why are they doing
that? Do something!” to CPT.
The number of bags checked for
girls passing through the CP was
6 bags in the four-month period.
In addition, part of the daily hassle
faced by the teachers in the past
semester was getting stopped
or having their IDs checked.

Students from Ibrahimi School going through the turnstile at Qitoun/209 CP

pass through the metal detector twice and then ask
uary and May, 31 teachers had
for my ID for checking.
their IDs checked. One of the
They know I am a teacher
Ibrahimi school teachers who
I used to be stopped every
was repeatedly stopped for ID
day for more than an hour
checks told CPT:
at the mosque CP. I decided to use the Pharmacy CP,
My story started at the bewhere I was stopped daily.
ginning of the school year.
It affects my performance
“Every day Israeli Border in school and how I start my
Police would ask me to
working day”.

Between the months of Jan-
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Teacher From Ibrahimi School.

SCHOOL
CLOSURES OR
DELAY

Schools closed early vecause
of Jewish holidays.

- Closures:
Both Ibrahimi and AlFayha’a School closed
on February 19th, 2015
due to weather conditions.
As for other closures,
CPT documented one
school closure on April 5th,
2015 because of Passover.
- Delay:

CPT observed that
sometimes Israeli Border Police closed the
metal door of the
checkpoint to prevent
Palestinian teachers and
students from easily
passing through on their
way to schools. These
military actions violate
Article number 13 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:
(1) Everyone has the right
to freedom of movement
and residence within the
borders of each state.
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In the second semester,
CPT documented three
such instances when
the Israeli Border Police
closed the metal door
of the checkpoint, thus
delaying teachers and
students on their way to
school. These incidents
took place on the following dates:

CHILD
DETENTION

Boy from Ibrahimi School being
detained at Qitoun/ 209/CP

February 22nd, 2015:
The Israeli Border Police closed the metal door four times.

According to the CRC
Article number 37, Section (a) No child shall be
subjected to torture or
other cruel, inhuman or
rd
March 23 , 2015: degrading treatment or
The door was brief- punishment.
ly closed several times.
For children passing
April
2nd,
2015: the Qitoun/Pharmacy/
The Israeli Border Police 209 CP it is not a nice
decided to start closing trip, or a normal mornthe checkpoint door re- ing, students should be
stricting the movement ready to be STOPPED
through the container. and DETAINED.
They closed the door
4 times, briefly stopping
approximately 4 men
and 20 students total.

School closed early because
of the Israeli militar’s excessive use of teargas.

Between
January
2015- May 2015 two
incidents took place
at this CP :
February 13th, 2015:
Border police dragged
a child around the Qitoun checkpoint, tightly
holding the neck of his
sweatshirt. Once behind
the barrier, border police let go of the child
but would not let him
leave. CPTers attempt-

ed to verbally intervene
with the Israeli Border
police, to no avail. The
child refused to give
his name to the border
police, and the child’s
brother asked CPTers
not to take photos. After five minutes, four
other border police
arrived, one of whom
talked with the boy and
eventually let him go.
March 31st, 2015:
A little boy was detained
by Israeli Border Police
after school. CPTers witnessed an Israeli Border
Police walking away from
the checkpoint towards
the school. Ten minutes
later he returned, pulling this small boy by the
scruff of his neck. We
couldn’t confirm where
he was dragged from.
He was further detained
at the checkpoint for
approximately ten minutes, during which he
was reprimanded by a
fully armed Israeli Border police, who was also
pointing at the camera
which towers above the
checkpoint. A Palestinian man passing through
the checkpoint also advocated for the release
of the boy. Then the boy
was released.

SCHOOL
RAIDS/
OR ATTEMPTS

USE OF FORCE
Tear Gas: CPT documented
and excessive use of tear gas
during school time when children
walk to and from school (7:00 to
8:00 am and 12:00 to 1:00 pm).

The Israeli military’s peak use
of tear gas this semester was in
February 2015, with the highest
amount on February 25th. That
day was part of the annual Open
Shuhada Street, and Israeli Border
This use of tear gas contradicts Police fired 27 tear gas canisters.
International Humanitarian Law
that bans the use of tear gas Tear gas is a chemical irriunder Chemical Weapons Con- tant that can severely affect
vention: “Each State Party un- the eyes, the respiratory sysdertakes not to use riot control tem, and the mucous mem#3.
agents as a method of warfare.” branes of the nose and throat.

Schools must be a peace zone
but that is not the case under
the Israeli law. According to Israel’s Manual on the Laws of War
(1998) states: A situation may arise
and change the status from civilian
to military, and in H2 under Israeli
school
time, huMillitary Law, usually their definition During
of “ a situation” is according to the man rights observers do
not call what is happening
Israeli Forces.
“a riot”. The episodes usually began with small children throwing
stones, while the reaction and retaliation of the military is disproportionate to what took place.
According to the Israeli Forces
about Riot dispersal means: Tear
Gas:
In this semester, the Israeli Border Police attempted one
school raid and actually carried out another school raid.

“Individuals use tear gas for self-defense. U.S. and European law enforcement consider it the ultimate
solution for combative crowds. Israeli
security forces resort to it for crowd
control.When released into the air,the
non-lethal liquid becomes an aerosol,
which irritates mucous membranes,
without causing long-term damage.”

The first incident happened
on January 29th, 2015: Israeli Border Police tried to enter
Ibrahimi school, claiming they
had a photo of a boy from the
school who threw stones. The Therefore, according to the regteachers and the principal pre- ulations of Israeli Forces,the use
vented them from entering. of tear gas should be for crowd
control. During school time,
The second incident hap- when the Israeli Border Police
pened on February 2nd, 2015: 6 fire tear gas canisters, it is usually
soldiers from Golani brigade raid- in response to a couple of school
ed Ibrahimi School and arrested 14 boys. Rarely is there a crowd to
control.
year-old Hussein Ali Mowrad.
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In
response to
the Israeli force’s use of tear gas, some
students change the route
they take to school, which can
require more time and result in being late for school.
On many occasions, CPT has distributed alcohol pads to students,
teachers, and other civilians as a
way to help them deal with impacts of the tear gas.

Cloud of tear gas while children walk
to schools between Qitoun / 209 and
Salaymeh / 29.

The graph below shows the use of tear gas in a four month period:
Graph (3): Teargas Usage at the Pharmacy/ Qitoun/ 209 CP

Teargas Usage at Qitoun/ 209

Boy trying to run away from teargas at
Qitoun/209 CP

(Hebrw Text) in B’tselem
Stun grenades: stun greThe Golani Brigade and a new
report: Crowd Control:
nades are a diversionary device
group of Israeli Border Police
whose explosion emits a bright “Rubber ammunition is potential- were serving during this period,
light and a thunderous noise#4. ly lethal, and using it not in accor- which may be one of the reasons
dance with regulations may result why March has the highest use of
According to the Israeli Police
in fatalities or serious injuries#6.” force. On March 10th, Israeli forcProcedures, as mentioned in the
es shot 12 rubber-coated steel
2013 B’tselem report:
Between January 2015 and May bullets and injured two boys.
2015, Israeli forces used rub“This device should be used for ber-coated steel bullets twice:
handling disturbances of the peace on March 4th and March 10th.
which endanger the police force
and/or public safety and which do
not enable direct contact with the
demonstrators without injury to police officers. This device is designed
The graph below shows the use of stun grenades:
to achieve the dispersal of demonstrators and gaining control of
Graph (4) Usage of Stun Grenade.
#5
them .”

rubber-Coated

Steel Bullets: the definition according to
General Staff\ Operations Directorate\ Operations Division,
Home Front and Security Section,
“Collected Standing Orders,”
January 2005, Military Procedure
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Salaymeh/ 160/Diwan Al Rajabi/ 29 CP
christian peacemaker teams

This

POPULATION

is one of the consistently
CPT-staffed checkpoints in H2,
It is located on the Worship- Table Number (1): Number of Palestinians passing CP.
ers’ Way, approximately twenty
meters from the police station.
Salyameh / 29 is staffed aroundthe-clock by Israeli Border Police,
and Palestinians are not permit- Below is a graph presenting the demographic division of people
ted to cross over into the Tomb passing through the CP daily:
of the Patriarchs.
#7
Graph (1) Division of people passing the CP .

CPT coordinates
a protective presence with International Solidarity
Movement (ISM) in
the mornings and
afternoons at CP
29.
Facts and Figures
January 24th, 2015May 26th, 2015
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STUDENTS AND
SCHOOL
SCHOOL STAFF CLOSURES OR
CHECKING
DELAY
The graph below presents violations regarding the April 8th, 2015 - Israeli forces fired five tear gas
checking of students and staff that occurred in a canisters, one of which landed in the Khadeefour month period:
geh Boys School yard. The other four canisters landed near the school. The principal canGraph (2): Students and teachers being checked
celed school for the day because of the tear gas.

This data shows that
boys and men are targeted for all kinds of
checking and stopping at
the checkpoint. One female teacher had her ID
checked, and no female
students were checked.
School children are being stopped for several
reasons, such as:
1. Alleged stone-throwing and confrontations.
2. New border police
serving.
3. Random bag-searching
and arbitrary checking
Between 24th January- 26th May, 2015,
the range of stopping
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and/or searching bags
was between 2-3 boys
per day.
The number of teachers passing this checkpoint is very low, therefore the stopping and/
or ID checks were for
1-2 teachers as a range.

Israeli Border Police shooting teargas at Salaymeh./29 CP

CHILD DETENTION
Between
January
2015 and May 2015,
there were three incidents of child detention
at Salaymeh / CP 29:
April 5th, 2015 As children were leaving
school in the afternoon,
Israeli forces invaded a
Palestinian roof near Salaymeh checkpoint. Israeli Border Police shot one
tear gas grenade at the
children and detained
two 12 year old boys for
at least 30 minutes.

April 22nd, 2015 Mohammed Ahmad Rajabi was detained while
the Israeli Soldiers and
border police were coming inside the area. Two
of the soldiers/police
were standing in front
of the school entrance
while four others were
on the roof of a house
nearby. They stopped
the boy, accusing him
of stone-throwing, and
took him towards the
checkpoint. Teachers negotiated his release.

USE OF FORCE

Graph (4) Usage of Stun Grenades:

Tear Gas: CPT CPT documented an excessive use
of tear gas during the time when children walk to and
from school (7:00 to 8:00 am and 12:00 to 1:00 pm).
The graph below shows the usage of tear gas in a
four month period:
Graph (3): Tear Gas Usage at the Salaymeh/29 CP

The Israeli military’s
peak use of tear gas this
semester was in March
2015, with the highest
amount on March 10th.
On that day, Israeli Border Police fired sev-

en tear gas canisters,
one of which landed
inside the Khadeegeh
Boys School yard. For
the students’ safety, the
school decided to cancel classes for the day. The Initiative has three
parts:
-Political: The Governor promised to take
responsibility for raising
awareness among the international delegations
that visit and to advocate
for having safe schools.

Israeli Border Police near Al Khalil, Khadeegeh and UN boys
Schools shooting teargas toward students.
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In comparison with last
semester
September2014January
2015, there is an obvious decrease in use of
force and school raids.
This decrease may be
due to the networking and advocacy work
being done for these
schools through an initiative by CPT and
OHCHR
(Hebron)
to create a network
of organizations based
on their specialty and
the local community.

The first activity occurred at the end of April
and was led by ICRC
and the Red Crescents,
who provided recreational days to the most
affected schools, spoke
to the local community
and did an extraordinary
work in helping to protect the schools, making
sure the boys entered
the school safely and
no boys threw stones.
-Infrastructure:
At this level OHCHR
collected the main
school
names
that
needed to be renovated and then targeted
donors and stakeholders to be part of renovating the schools.

These efforts made by
everyone might be one
of the reasons for the
- P s y c h o - S o c i a l decrease in the use of
programs:
A net- force by the Israeli forces.
work of organizations
were ready to pro- We hope that next year,
vide support to the this initiative continues to
most affected schools foster a safe, secure, and
and the schools that peaceful environment for
had a lack of programs. students and teachers.

Monitoring Al Saraya Kindergarten:
christian peacemaker teams

“We were really pleased
with the cooperation with
CPT. They provided protection and safety to the
children
by
escorting
them. We saw the change
with the kids: they were
less scared and came to
the kindergarten at the
right time. We hope that
CPT continues their effort
for the coming scholastic
year.” Al Saraya Principal.

CPT regularly accompanied six
children (three girls and three
boys) to the kindergarten. CPTers
would pick the children up from
their homes and walk them to
the kindergarten. The children
were forbidden by Israeli Border
Police to walk up the paved street
to school, which was reserved for
Jews only, and they were required
to walk up a rubble-filled path,
separated by a tall fence.
CPTer waiting for the rest of Al Sarayah
Kindergarten kids to walk with them.

The road to the kindergarten
passes between two checkpoints:
Bench 1 (located east of the Tomb
of the Patriarchs, approximately 30 meters northwest of the
Bakery checkpoint) and Bench
One of the Kindergartens Kids at
2 (located on Worshipers Route
Al Saraya KG.
Christian Peacemaker Team and established in 2012). These
staffed
started to accompany Al Saraya checkpoints are routinely
#9
kindergartners after a teacher’s by Israeli Border Police .
request, because they were experiencing a drop in the number of
children attending school.
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The kindergarten principal and
teachers approached CPT because they thought that the children’s parents would support
the idea of having human rights
observers provide a protective
presence and walk the children
to school.

Restriction of access to education is the main human
rights violation that CPT documented during the semester, especially when the kindergartners were not allowed
to walk on a safe, paved road
because they are Palestinian.
https://instagram.com/p/
zu5w5zIbmP/?modal=true.
CPTer accompanies Al Saraya
Kindergarten kids.

UNICEF DEFINES
CHILDHOOD AS:

“is the time for children to be in
school and at play, to grow strong
and confident with the love and
encouragement of their family and an extended community
of caring adults. It is a precious
time in which children should live
free from fear, safe from violence
and protected from abuse and
exploitation. As such, childhood
means much more than just the
space between birth and the attainment of adulthood. It refers
to the state and condition of a
child’s life, to the quality of those
years#10.”
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As human rights observers, CPT
also faced restrictions in documenting these human rights
violations. These restrictions
included being stopped by Israeli forces, asked for IDs or
passports, and being detained.
http://www.cptpalestine.com/
detention/two-cpters-arrested-by-border-police-for-walking-with-kindergarteners-later-released/

Portrait of School Student.

CPTer passport getting checked by Israeli
Border Police while patrolling.

Christian Peacemaker Teams will
continue next year with our commitment to Al Saraya Kindergarten.

CPTer trying to provide help for one of the Ibrahimi School students after excessive usage of teargas.

#1: Names of Schools: Ibrahimi Boys Schools, Fayhaa Girls Schoo, Biet AL Maqdes School and Kindergarten, Hebron Public BoysSchool, Hebron Unrwa Boys Schools, Khadeegeh Boys Basic School , Tho AL
Noorien, Al Hajeryeh, Tareq Bin Ziyad, Al Saraya Kindergarten.
#2: The numbers in the table are the average of students, teachers, and others passing from the checkpoint in a four month period.
#3: Crowed Control, Israeli’s Use of Crowd Control Weapons in the West Bank, B’tselem, January 2013.
#4: Crowed Control, Israeli’s Use of Crowd Control Weapons in the West Bank, B’tselem, January 2013.
#5: Crowed Control, Israeli’s Use of Crowd Control Weapons in the West Bank, B’tselem, January 2013.
#6: Crowed Control, Israeli’s Use of Crowd Control Weapons in the West Bank, B’tselem, January 2013.
#7: The numbers in the table are the average of students, teachers, and others passing from the checkpoint in a four month period.
#8: Crowed Control, Israeli’s Use of Crowd Control Weapons in the West Bank, B’tselem, January 2013.
#9: B’tselem Restriction of Movement http://www.btselem.org/freedom_of_movement/checkpoints_
and_forbidden_roads
#10: Childhood Defintion, Childhood Under Threat, The State of World’s Children, 2005. http://www.
unicef.org/sowc05/english/childhooddefined.html

